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s/y BAVARIA C50 for charter in Greece
BAVARIA YACHTS present the fourth sailing yacht of the new C-line,
the new (2019) BAVARIA C50. Elegant Design Full of Dynamism.
The design of the BAVARIA C50 is setting new standards in the 50-foot class of sailing yachts.
The elegant smooth lines of the hull, which are highlighted by the large hull windows, reveal the
dynamics of the BAVARIA C50. With 5+1 cabins, 3+1 WC, ready for charter in Athens Greece.

Together with the development team at BAVARIA, COSSUTTI YACHT DESIGN developed these lines and design
elements that are otherwise only seen in the world of superyachts. Renowned Yacht Designer Maurizio Cossutti and
his team have done some outstanding work. They created a masterpiece in the BAVARIA C50, with its elongated hull
three big windows, the long window strip, and the special cockpit design, divided discreetly into sailing and relaxation
areas so you can enjoy both aspects in full.

More sun and lounge areas can be found on the structure and on the forecastle. So nothing stands in the way
of a relaxing stay in a sheltered bay or in port. The special selection of woods and upholstery is also part of the
BAVARIA C50 STYLE and affords the highest level of personalization.
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A touch of superyacht, even below deck on the BAVARIA C50, there are a number of elements that can otherwise
only be found in superyachts. Flush hatches as part of a clever light and ventilation concept below deck. The
structure and the tidy forecastle of the BAVARIA C50 emphasize the extended lines of the hull.

Everything feels enormous. For example, sit on the big lounge sofa at the saloon table, surrounded by lots of natural
light streaming in through the stylish light‐strip. In the evening, an intelligent LED lighting concept creates a pleasant
atmosphere. The navigation area on the starboard side is not just the central area for all navigational issues; it is
also the control center for all systems onboard and, of course, a complete home office for anyone who can't stay
away from the office even on holiday.

As soon as you enter the saloon, you are struck by the unique lighting concept onboard the BAVARIA C50 and by its
spacious luxury. On the port side, the pantry leaves nothing to be desired and can cater to any size of crew dinner.
Numerous workspaces and stowage areas make the pantry a pleasure to use, even at sea. The cooling options alone
amount to 250 liters from the fridge to the freezer.
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Technical Data: LOA 15.35m / Hull width 5.05m / Equipment: Roller-furling mainsail, roller-furling genoa /
Engine JANMAR 80 HP / Cold +hot water 650 lt / Fuel 250 lt / cockpit table, holding tank / radio CD, USB plugs,
cockpit speakers. Navigation: autopilot, satellite VHF, GPS plotter, compass, echo sounder, barometer, sea charts.
Technics: bow thruster, electric anchor windlass, 220V plugs, solar panels, battery charger, led lights, funs in cabins.
Deck equipment: bimini top, sprayhood, deck shower, dinghy, outboard. Safety: life raft, life jackets, fire
extinguishers, bilge pump. Interior supply: manual toilets, gas oven, electric refrigerator.
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There are No Limits to Relaxation!

Onboard the BAVARIA C50 relaxation is very much at the forefront, along with the joy of sailing. Behind the large sun
bathing platform, there is a dinghy garage and storage space for everything needed for diving or snorkeling. The
cockpit with its two tables is the ideal spot for the perfect lunch.

Main base: ALIMOS marina / Athens Greece. Charter options: 7-14 days (Saturday-Saturday) for up
to 12 persons. Charter period: From April to November. Navigation: CYCLADES and SARONIC islands.
Skippered charter = reduced security deposit. Free of charge: Dinghy / Outboard / Check-in & Check-out.
Thanks to contact us for more details.
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